Updated Course Information for PHRF Pursuit Classes - *August 19, 2020*

New PHRF Registration Link: [www.downtownsailing.org/Pursuit](http://www.downtownsailing.org/Pursuit)

2020 Ya Gotta Regatta - A Benefit Regatta for the Community

*“Where Sailing is for Everyone!” Basic Registration is only $50!*

Note: Due to the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic, The Downtown Sailing Center will not be hosting a party. That said, fellowship on the water through responsible social distancing is encouraged. Party packs will be available for sale for pickup upon finishing racing. More information to be posted by Wednesday, August 26th.

*All are encouraged to participate, in a safe manner that is in accordance with COVID-19 prevention guidelines. Those without PHRF ratings will be assigned ratings. Proceeds from the regatta keep sailing accessible, diverse, equitable, and inclusive for all people.*

Courses will be selected on morning of event based upon expected wind conditions:

**Course “Alpha” (Spinnaker Class Only):** Start in the vicinity of FM; leave Ft. Carroll to port; leave RG SP (Sparrow’s Point Split Channel Buoy) to port; round Craighill Lower Range Front Light, leaving it to port; leave RG SP to starboard; leave Ft. Carroll to starboard; leave FM to starboard; leave NH to port; leave R2 (Fells Point) to port; finish in the vicinity of R4 (Sandlot)

**Course “Bravo” (Spin and Non-Spin Only):** Start in the vicinity of FM; leave Ft. Carroll to port; round RG SP (Sparrow’s Point split channel buoy), leaving it to port; leave Ft. Carroll to starboard; leave FM to starboard; leave NH to port; leave R2 (Fells Point) to port; finish in the vicinity of R4 (Sandlot)

**Course “Charley”:** Start in the vicinity of FM; round Ft. Carroll either direction; leave FM to Stbd; leave NH to port; leave R2 (Fells Point) to port; finish in the vicinity of R4 (Sandlot)

**Course “Delta”:** Start in the vicinity of FM; round FSK Buoy, leaving it to port; leave FM to starboard; leave NH to port; leave R2 (Fells Point) to port; finish in the vicinity of R4 (Sandlot)

**Course “Echo” (Cruiser Class Only):** Start in the vicinity of FM; round FSK Buoy, leaving it to port; leave FM to starboard; finish in the vicinity of NH
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**Cruiser Class** - *slowest boat to start @1230 with finish times between 1630 & 1800*
Long Option: Course “Charley”
Medium Option: Course “Delta”
Short Option: Course “Echo”

**Non-Spinnaker** - *slowest boat to start @1215 with finish times between 1630 & 1800*
Long Course: Course “Bravo”
Medium Option: Course “Charley”
Short Option: Course “Delta”
Shortest Option: Course “Echo”

**Spinnaker Class** - *slowest boat to start @1200 with finish times between 1630 & 1800*
Longest Course: Course “Alpha”
Long Option: Course “Bravo”
Medium Option: Course “Charley”
Short Option: Course “Delta”

**Course Lengths** *(distances provisional as of 8/18/20)*
Alpha: ~22.3 NM
Bravo: ~14.1 NM
Charley: ~9.7 NM
Delta: ~7.6 NM
Echo: ~6.8 NM
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